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Abstract
Constituent order can encode grammatical relations in a language. The visual-spatial 
modality imbues sign languages with characteristics such as simultaneity or the use of 
space which raise the question of the appropriate unit of analysis in constituent order 
studies. In this paper, we provide empirical evidence on the order of core constituents 
in elicited declarative clauses for non-reversible, reversible and locative states-of-
affairs in Serbian Sign Language (SZJ). Forty (near-)native deaf SZJ signers, ranging 
in age between 18 and 70 years old, participated in the data-collection. We consider 
linguistic and social factors in 810 clauses elicited for the purposes of this study. 
Our findings suggest that SVO is a preferred order in non-locative clauses with two 
overtly expressed arguments, whilst GROUND-FIGURE-LOCATIVE RELATION is the most 
frequent pattern in locative clauses. We argue that our results provide some support 
for the claim that sign language discourse can be analysed in terms of constituent 
order in the clause, but that other strategies typical of the visual modality such as 
the simultaneous expression of core constituents, and manual and non-manual 
features, the use of space, core argument incorporation into the form of the verb and 
core argument omission, complicate the traditional notion of sequential constituent 
order clause as a central grammatical element in SZJ and, by extension, in other sign 
languages. Consequently, the description of relations between core constituents calls 
for careful consideration and analysis of different types of data as a way of gaining a 
clearer insight into the nature of a sign language.
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1 Introduction
In this article, we focus on constituent order in Serbian Sign Language (srpski znakovni jezik 
or SZJ), a largely under-documented sign language (SL). The main research question of this 
study addresses the manner in which the predicate and the nominal phrases in single active 
declarative clauses are ordered. More specifically, the goals of this study are to determine the 
position of a predicate with respect to its arguments in declarative clauses of three types, i.e. 
non-reversible, reversible, and locative, and to get an indication of the role the factors that 
have been claimed to influence constituent order in other SLs play in SZJ. While the topic of 
constituent order in declarative clauses has largely featured in international SL research (e.g., 
Brennan & Turner 1994; Johnston et al. 2007; Napoli & Sutton-Spence 2014), this is the first 
comprehensive study on constituent order in SZJ.
2 Formal versus cognitive/functional approach to constituent 
order in sign languages
Typological studies that focus on constituent order in (sign) languages can roughly be divided 
into two groups. Criteria for such a division are based on a theoretical orientation which has 
implications for the basic unit of analysis, and the nature of relations that hold between the 
core constituents, that is, whether the relations are best described as grammatical, semantic, 
pragmatic or pragmatic-semantic.
The first group of studies examine simple declarative ditransitive clauses by describing 
constituent order according to the grammatical relations of subject, object, and verb (see Napoli 
& Sutton-Spence 2014 for an overview). Most studies in this group take a formal linguistic 
approach and as such make two assumptions: first, that a clause is a fundamental grammatical 
unit in discourse, and second, that the subject constitutes a universal grammatical role.
The second group of studies that base their analyses on a cognitive/functional approach 
question the universality of grammatical relations (Dryer 1997; Croft 2001) and take a 
provisional view of the traditional notion of a clause. In cognitive/functional approaches, 
constituent order tends to be described in terms of information structure, using notions such as 
topic-comment (Li & Thompson 1976), focus-background (Givón 2001), and given-new (Prince 
1981), or in terms of conceptual relations (Croft 2001). Thus, a major issue on constituent 
order within a cognitive/functional framework which SL studies have tried to address is the 
nature of relations between core constituents. Anderson (1978), for example, claims that 
constituent order in American Sign Language (ASL) does not rely on grammatical relations, 
but on information structure. Research into Danish Sign Language (DTS) similarly suggests 
that the grammatical role of subject is absent from DTS (Engberg-Pedersen 2002), while in 
a recent corpus-based study on clause constituents in Auslan (the majority SL in Australia), 
Johnston (2019a) proposed that Auslan is a pragmatic-semantic constituent order language 
lacking grammatical relations. Pertaining to the issue of describing core constituents in SLs 
are the phenomena of core argument omission, and simultaneity, both of which raise the 
question of the appropriate unit of analysis in constituent order studies. Ferrara (2012), for 
example, reported a high number of verb-only and verbless attributive clauses in her Auslan 
dataset consisting of free conversations and narratives. When a core argument is omitted, 
the information about the participants of an action and/or about the action itself has been 
suggested to be a result of the referential cohesion and the context of the utterance (Johnston & 
Schembri 2007; McKee et al. 2011). Cohesion in SLs includes the meaningful placement of signs 
in space whereby an association between a location and an absent referent is established, for 
instance. Another discourse feature that plays an important role in participant identification, 
especially in clauses without overt core arguments, is constructed action (CA) or enactment 
(Cormier et al. 2015), which is a ‘showing’ strategy as opposed to ‘telling’ in a narrow linguistic 
sense (Cuxac 1999). Thus, instances of (S)V(O) or (S)V clauses need to be distinguished from 
SVO with all core constituents overtly expressed in a clearly linear sequence. Furthermore, as 
depicting signs in, for example, SOV clauses can occur in a simultaneous construction with core 
constituents simultaneously expressed, it is important that this type of an apparent SOV clause 
is differentiated from an SOV clause where each constituent is overtly expressed in sequential 
order (see Johnston et al. 2007; Hodge 2013). Simultaneous constructions, core argument 
omission, and varying constituent order has thus made SL researchers question the appropriate 
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unit of analysis in constituent order studies. Johnston (2019b: 57), like Hodge (2013), segments 
SL discourse into clause-like units (CLU) “in recognition of the dual ‘tell’ or ‘show’ strategy 
approach apparently exploited by Auslan signers”. These CLUs as the “basic articulatory chunks 
of propositional meaning” are only units of analysis not to be equated with a “traditional 
grammatical construction of the type ‘clause’” (Johnston 2019b: 57). By examining the varying 
constituent order in simple declarative transitive clauses, clauses with argument omission, and 
the interplay between CA and a clause in Finnish Sign Language (FinSL), Jantunen (2008; 2013; 
2017) concludes that the clause in its traditional sense may not be the most appropriate unit to 
be used in FinSL. Instead a prosody-based analysis of spoken language syntax where discourse 
is segmented into syllables and intonation phrases may be more appropriate for the analysis of 
FinSL syntax (Jantunen 2008).
There has been other work on SLs that has explored the relations between prosody and syntax. 
Fenlon et al. (2007), for example, found that native British Sign Language (BSL) signers and 
non-signers perform similarly when segmenting a BSL narrative using visual cues from prosody 
that help them identify clausal boundaries reliably. Other research on segmentation and prosody 
drew on work on spoken languages (SpL) claiming that an intonation unit (IU) frequently aligns 
with a clause. This alignment in cognitive linguistics is attributed to the demands of face-to-face 
interaction as “the content of a clause fits naturally in a single window of attention” (Langacker 
2008: 482). Consequently, there have been studies approaching SL clausal analysis by trying to 
account for prosodic contours. In one such study on Auslan, Hodge et al. (2011), investigated 
the alignment of IUs and CLUs. Their findings suggest that a one-to-one alignment between IUs 
and CLUs is frequently found in the dataset they analysed.
In another study on French Belgian Sign Language (LSFB), Gabarró-López and Meurant (2016) 
applied the Basic Discourse Unit Model, as proposed for the segmentation of French discourse 
by Degand and Simon (2009). Gabarró-López and Meurant (2016) proposed that visual prosodic 
cues, such as eye blinks, short head nods, pauses, and sign holds are important for indicating 
basic discourse units’ boundaries in LSFB. Johnston (1996), however, suggests that individual 
prosodic features are not cues to CLUs, but that intonation contours which consist of prosodic 
features that interact with each other are meaningful in Auslan in the sense that they indicate 
that an utterance is declarative, interrogative, imperative, negative, or conditional. When this 
suggestion was investigated empirically in a study by Hodge et al. in 2011, it was found that 
no “absolute functional values” can be attributed to individual prosodic properties within 
prosodic contours and that it is important to focus on contours rather than boundaries to gauge 
the interaction between the two (Ferrara 2012: 73–74). Thus, in following corpus studies by 
Ferrara (2012) and Hodge (2013), CLUs were identified based on a semantic approach, which 
is underpinned by the presence or absence of intonation contours.
To summarize, in face-to-face discourse, spoken or signed, where utterances are said to be co-
created and negotiated between interactants (Hodge 2013), clause identification is difficult as 
the identification of factors such as IUs which are found to correspond to single clauses is not 
as straightforward. The matter of clause delineation is further complicated by factors including 
simultaneous constructions, and the omission of core arguments.
The previous research on SL constituent order (e.g., Coerts 1994; Hodge 2013; Johnston 2019a) 
provides the current study with a first working assumption that it is possible to analyse signed 
utterances from a clause-level perspective. In describing and examining our data, we broadly 
relied on a cognitive/functional approach while at the same time trying not to force the SL into 
a (spoken) language model but rather describing it in its own terms (Vermeerbergen 2006). In 
a functional-typological approach to constituent order, Dryer argues that grammatical relations 
are unique to every language (Dryer 1997: 140), so the terms subject and object are used in this 
paper in a semantic sense, equivalent to agent and patient (Dryer 2005: 330). Dryer (1997: 
139) further writes that the “similarities among languages can be explained directly in terms 
of functional and cognitive principles that underlie language and which cause languages to be 
the way they are”. One such cognitive principle is the Gestalt principle of visual perception, 
that is, the FIGURE-GROUND principle in which people perceive objects as foregrounded (the 
FIGURE) or as backgrounded (the GROUND). Because locative clauses in SLs depict objects and 
movements as located in signing space, the analysis of core constituents in a locative clause 
in terms of grammatical relations is debatable. Instead, it has been suggested that constituent 
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order in locative clauses is better described in terms of topic-comment (in ASL for example, 
Anderson 1978) or FIGURE-GROUND (in Turkish Sign Language or TİD for example, Özyürek 
et al. 2010). A preliminary study on constituent order in SZJ (Raičević et al. 2017) which 
included a subset of locative clauses showed that SZJ signers use similar strategies reported for 
locative clauses in other SLs such as placement and movement of signs in the three-dimensional 
signing space (Vermeerbergen et al. 2007a; Özyürek et al. 2010; Leeson and Saaed 2012). As 
these visually more specific ways of linguistic encoding of spatial relations in SLs seem to be 
more adequately described using the notions of FIGURE, GROUND, and LOCATIVE RELATION 
(Talmy 2003), we will adopt this terminology in our analysis of locative clauses here.
3 Previous sign language studies on constituent order
To date, SZJ, the primary language of the Serbian deaf community, has received little scholarly 
attention, apart from the preliminary study on basic constituent order in SZJ by Raičević et al. 
(2017). The findings from that study revealed SVO is the most frequent constituent order in 
non-locative clauses with two arguments, while the most prominent pattern in locative clauses 
is GROUND-FIGURE-LOCATIVE RELATION.
Polovina and Dimić (2009) investigated grammatical categories in SZJ through elicited data 
from an unspecified number of deaf signers and hearing bilinguals whose native languages 
are SZJ and Serbian. The goal of Polovina and Dimić’s study was to determine if there are 
morphological and syntactic categories in SZJ. Their findings indicate that the clearest example 
of a morphological category in their data is verbal aspect, and that there is not much evidence of 
classifier morphemes: “In some sign languages, such as ASL, classifier predicates are mentioned 
[…], that is, verbs with a handshape that has a classifying function […]. We did not find any 
systematic distribution of such classifier morphemes in SZJ” (Polovina & Dimić 2009: 304; 
our translation). Another important finding by the authors is that constituent order in many 
of the clauses is free except in cases when structural ambiguity occurs where constituent order 
is fixed. Polovina and Dimić (2009: 309) suggest that when it is not possible to distinguish 
between the roles of the arguments based on the lexical meaning of the signs in a clause, 
subject before object is obligatory while the position of the verb is free. There is no mention 
of whether a particular verb type influences constituent order in SZJ. CA and the role of non-
manual markers are not discussed. The difference between clauses in (1a) and (1b) is said to be 
made on syntactic grounds as Polovina and Dimić (2009) observe that the subject must precede 
the object. Thus, constituent order as an important coding characteristic may be indicative of 
grammatical relations in SZJ.
(1)
Napoli and Sutton-Spence (2014) have so far provided the most elaborate typological overview 
of issues regarding constituent order focusing on subject, object, and verb, drawing on data from 
42 SLs. Just as authors before Napoli and Sutton-Spence, namely Johnston et al. (2007) observe, 
cross-linguistic comparison is difficult because of different data collection methodologies and 
different definitions of arguments, phrases, and clauses. Some studies rely on more naturalistic 
data such as free conversations, while others use picture elicitation tasks or translations of SpL 
clauses (Van Herreweghe & Vermeerbergen 2012a). The choice of data, however, has been 
shown to influence constituent order. Engberg-Pedersen (2002), for example, concludes that 
basic constituent order in clauses with two arguments in DTS is SVO1 or SOV, with SOV possibly 
being a result of the focusing strategy or a register not influenced by spoken Danish.
Other factors that are claimed to influence constituent order in SLs are the following:
1 Engberg-Pedersen (2002) analysed the arguments in terms of A (the agent in a transitive clause), S (the 
single argument of an intransitive clause), and P (the patient in a transitive clause).
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(i) Semantic factors:
Features such as argument reversibility and animacy also appear to be important (Coerts 1994). 
Based on investigation of young SLs, emerging SLs, and artificial SL experiments Meir et al. 
(2017) contend that conceptual accessibility in which humans come first determines the order of 
introduction of arguments in a transitive clause rather than the arguments’ semantic/syntactic 
role. Therefore, in non-reversible clauses, such as the boy is opening/closing the door the boy is 
likely to be mentioned first, before the door. While both SVO (e.g., in Croatian Sign Language 
or HZJ Milković et al. 2006) and SOV (e.g., in Argentine Sign Language or LSA Massone & 
Curiel 2004, and Flemish Sign Language or VGT Vermeerbergen 1996) have been reported 
as the preferred constituent order for non-reversible clauses in a number of SLs, other studies 
have shown that SOV is less strongly preferred than SVO in reversible clauses (Gibson et al. 
2013; Hall et al. 2013; Meir et al. 2017). This is ascribed to ambiguity as both human referents 
are potential subjects. To avoid confusability speakers/signers tend to separate the arguments 
by the verb (Gibson et al. 2013) as in SVO. The speaker/signer thus takes into account the 
interlocutor’s perspective and strives to facilitate their comprehension (Hall et al. 2013).
(ii) Discourse-pragmatic factors:
Factors such as topicalization are reported to alter the constituent order in a number of SLs. For 
example, in LSA it is claimed that the object can precede the subject only if it is topicalized. 
In such cases, the topic is accompanied by manual and non-manual features typical of the 
topic, otherwise the order OSV is considered to be ungrammatical (Massone & Curiel 2004). 
Johnston and Schembri (2006) explored topicalized constituents in Auslan and non-manual 
signals associated with them. They conclude that the non-manual signals appear to vary and are 
not obligatory, perhaps reflecting ongoing grammaticalization processes. A similar claim about 
ongoing grammaticalization of clause external topics into clause internal subjects is reported 
for FinSL (Jantunen 2008). In possibly the most thorough study of topic-comment structures 
in SL linguistics, Sze (2015) investigated frequency and robustness of topic prominence in 
Hong Kong Sign Language (HKSL) according to the characteristics typical for topic prominent 
languages as discussed by Li and Thompson (1976) and É. Kiss (1995). Sze (2015) found that 
the non-manual markers usually associated with topics in the SL literature, such as brow raise 
or head tilts are not consistent nor frequent in HKSL as is usually the case in topic-prominent 
SpLs with morphological markers. Finally, Sze (2015: 855) proposes that some presence of 
a prototypical topic-comment construction, i.e. a double-subject construction2 can serve as 
evidence of topic-prominence in HKSL, but topicalization is not a robust process in HKSL.
Another discourse-pragmatic factor that has been observed to have implications for constituent 
order is agent backgrounding/defocusing. It has been found in different SLs that a well-attested 
discourse strategy such as CA may lead to defocusing of the agent by not overtly expressing it. 
The phenomenon of agent backgrounding/defocusing has most notably been described in ASL 
(Rankin 2013), FinSL (Nordlund 2019), and Nicaraguan Sign Language (Rissman et al. 2020).
(iii) Iconicity:
It has long been shown that iconicity pervades SL structure, not just in lexical items but also in 
grammatical structure. Iconicity has been suggested to have an effect on subject drop in German 
Sign Language (DGS) and Russian Sign Language (RSL) (Oomen & Kimmelman 2019) where 
verbs articulated on the body such as love licence non-overt subject argument in first-person 
interpretation only as the body is the natural locus of first person but also a metaphoric location 
of loving whereas verbs that are produced in neutral space in front of the signer allow all types 
of null subjects. The subject drop in DGS and RSL is thus, as the authors suggest, partially 
constrained due to iconicity. Iconically motivated forms of signs, most notably, depicting 
signs have been shown to influence argument structure of a clause and its transitivity type. 
Benedicto and Brentari (2004), for example, propose that the handshape of the sign determines 
the argument structure. In clauses with handling verb signs the object is usually indicated by 
2 A double-subject construction that contains a subject and a topic in Mandarin Chinese is neike shu yezi da 
(‘That tree, the leaves are big’) where ‘that tree’ is the topic, and ‘the leaves’ is the subject (Li and Thompson 
1976: 468).
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the sign’s handshape and hence not explicitly mentioned often resulting in transitive SV clauses 
(Meir et al. 2017).
Features that characterise locative clauses, e.g. first-GROUND-then-FIGURE patterns, the use 
of simultaneous verb constructions to encode the spatial relations between the GROUND and 
the FIGURE, are associated with iconicity principles (Özyürek et al. 2010). In short, iconicity 
is a mechanism that helps signers create a schematic correspondence between their hands in 
the signing space and locations of the real-world entities (Emmorey 1996). The schematic 
correspondence in SZJ is illustrated in (2a) and (2b).3
(2)
(iv) Modality factors:
Factors that are typical of SLs such as simultaneity, the use of space, and CA may also exert 
influence on constituent order. Simultaneity is a feature of SLs that distinguishes it from SpLs that 
mainly order information linearly (Vermeerbergen et al. 2007b). Simultaneous constructions 
which consist of two simultaneously articulated signs that are placed in space in meaningful 
reference to each other (Johnston et al. 2007) usually occur clause finally.
The presence of CA and depicting signs has been demonstrated to result in a verb-final order in 
DTS (Engberg-Pedersen 2002) and VGT (Van Herreweghe & Vermeerbergen 2012b) However, 
in a study on VGT and South African Sign Language (SASL) Vermeerbergen et al. (2007a) found 
that a certain subset of imitating verbs such as hug and push, and lexical verbs co-occurring 
with CA do not get placed at the end of the utterance when CA refers to the subject rather than 
to the object.
Some researchers (e.g., Ferrara & Johnston 2014) suggest that CA may make null arguments 
more likely and thus serve as their only representation. Others (e.g., Jantunen 2017), however, 
do not analyse CA as an instance of a core argument but rather as contributing to the mental 
construction of the meaning of the non-overt constituent. CA thus adds a level of simultaneity 
within a clause. In a recent study, Johnston (2019a) states that CA can co-occur with a single 
sign or with a group of signs in a clause, across an entire clause or even over several clauses. In 
(3) from SZJ, we see CA occurring with a verb-only clause wash.
(3)
3 Notations and abbreviations are listed in Appendix.
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(v) Verb type and verb modification:
The choice of a verb has been shown to have consequences for the preferred constituent order in 
different SLs. A tripartite classification of verbs in SLs into plain, agreement and spatial is based 
on Padden’s proposal (1988). Agreement and spatial verbs mark different types of arguments, 
animate and locative respectively. The meaningful modification of location and movement in 
agreement verbs can mark person and number and thus resemble inflectional morphemes in SpLs 
(Padden 1988). However, while a verb such as look has been shown to consistently mark first 
person object forms on or near the signer’s body (see Hou & Meier 2018 for a study on ASL), it is 
not always clear if look marks person or location when it is directed outwards and away from 
the signer (Johnston & Schembri 2007: 287). This makes the distinction between agreement and 
spatial verbs problematic. As a result, Liddell (2003) introduced the terms indicating and depicting 
verbs. Within this framework, studies have reported that there is an interaction between verb 
position in the clause and the modification of indicating verbs, with verbs in clause final position 
more likely to exhibit directional alternations (Fenlon et al. 2018). This appears to reflect a 
general tendency observed in a number of SLs that plain verbs tend to appear in SVO clauses, 
while modified indicating verbs and depicting verbs tend to occur clause finally. For an overview 
of verb types and factors that may influence constituent order in some SLs see Table 1 in Appendix.
3.1 Verbs in SZJ
In this section, we provide a tentative classification of verbs in SZJ following Johnston and 
Schembri (2007) who distinguish between plain, indicating, and depicting verbs. Plain verbs 
cannot be modified to mark person, location or number and are usually body-anchored 
(Johnston & Schembri 2007). An example of a plain verb in SZJ is shown in (4).
(4)
Within the indicating verb class a distinction is made between (Johnston and Schembri 2007: 
144–146):
(i) Directional indicating verbs that can be modified for the subject and/or the object. watch 
in SZJ in (5), for instance, can usually be modified for object only. Its beginning location is 
fixed near the signer’s eyes. Verbs such as look24 in (6), on the other hand, can show both the 
subject and the object.
(5)
(6)
4 We make a distinction between look and look2, in both signs the middle and the index finger extend from 
the fist, but the palm is oriented either outwards as in (6) or inwards as in (20) and (29).
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(ii) Locatable indicating verbs which can be displaced from their neutral position, i.e. in front 
of the signer’s body to some other location (Johnston and Schembri 2007). Many verbs in SZJ 
have the potential to be modified meaningfully in this way, e.g. have, sit, stand, build, etc. 
However, very few from our dataset actually were modified, which is why the intuition of 
the first author, a hearing native SZJ signer, about the potential of the verbs we identified as 
locatable to be modified was checked against some of the deaf participants’ intuition. Another 
group of locatable verbs primarily signal spatial information, such as tow or pull (see 30 or 
48) the modification of which can show “the path and trajectory of the sign’s motion through 
space” (Johnston & Schembri 2007: 145). The so-called “body locating signs”, such as stroke 
in (7) that include the location on the body where the action is performed also belong to 
locatable indicating verbs.
(7)
Depicting verbs constitute a third major category of verbs in SLs. These signs involve the 
combination and recombination of meaningful handshapes, movements, and locations, unlike 
plain and indicating verbs in which all or some aspects of the signs are fixed. Typically, they 
include what is commonly known as a classifier handshape morpheme (Johnston & Schembri 
2007). After assigning a sign to the depicting (verb) class, a subdivision can be made of depicting 
signs modified for location (dsl), movement/displacement (dsm), handling (dsh), and size and 
shape (dss) (Johnston 2019b). A dsh in SZJ is shown in (8). The same meaning of opening or 
closing a door in SZJ can be conveyed with a locatable indicating verb in (9).
(8)
(9)
Based on Johnston (2019b), we also recognised a subclass of CA that can act as a predicate in a 
clause, such as groom-dog in (10). These are also assigned to the ‘depicting verb’ grammatical 
class, as they very much overlap with handling constructions as in (8) which shows the handling 
of a door knob (see Ferrara 2012 for a discussion on these types of handling constructions).
(10)
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4 Research questions
Based on findings concerning constituent order in other SLs, our research questions include:
•	 What is the most frequent constituent order pattern in our dataset?
•	 What is the frequency of elliptical clauses?
•	 How do we determine the transitivity of clauses?
•	 Do reversibility and animacy exert any influence on the preferred constituent order?
•	 Do verb type and CA play a role in determining constituent order?
•	 Do we often encounter simultaneous constructions expressing locative relation in locative 
clauses? Do they usually occur clause finally?
•	 Does the first constituent of a clause with a non-manual marker appear in a 
particular pattern?
•	 What role do the signer’s age, gender, and age of acquisition play in the choice of 
constituent order in non-locative clauses?
Given the research questions above, we will interpret our findings with respect to four possible 
analyses: a first analysis that will focus on the simple counts regarding the dataset of non-
locative clauses and locative clauses, a second, third and fourth analysis that will respectively 
report on (i) quantitative investigations regarding the transitive, intransitive and verb-only 
non-locative clauses, (ii) the transitive non-locative clauses with one and two overt arguments, 
and (iii) the transitive clauses with two overt arguments.
5 Methodology
5.1 Participants and data collection
We collected data from 40 deaf signers. As social factors such as age, age of acquisition, and 
gender have been shown to play a role in variation in some other SL studies (for the effect of SL 
exposure on SL use see Emmorey 2002; for the effect of age and gender see Schembri et al. 2009) 
they were included in the analysis. The classification of our participants into three age groups 
was mainly made according to the changes in educational policy for deaf students in Serbia (for 
more information on this and the participants see Appendix). Similar changes have been claimed 
to have an impact on patterns of use in ASL (Lucas et al. 2001) and BSL (Fenlon et al. 2018).
Clauses were elicited using 18 pairs of drawings from Volterra et al. (1984). Each pair of 
drawings has one contrastive element, e.g. a boy/girl is eating a slice of cake. There are three 
kinds of utterances: 6 for non-reversible state-of-affairs, where the order of constituents cannot 
be reversed without a resultant marked construction arising; 6 for reversible state-of-affairs, 
where the constituent roles could be reversed; and 6 for locative state-of-affairs, presenting the 
positions of two elements relative to each other. The Volterra material was created with the 
intention of eliciting declarative clauses in Italian Sign Language (LIS) in order to investigate 
constituent order in LIS. Although it has been more than 30 years since this material was used for 
the first time, this approach lends itself to comparison to other studies on constituent order in SLs 
that used the same or similar stimuli. It also entails limitations, however, because of the design 
itself eliciting only semi-naturalistic data. However, we felt it was an important initial step 
towards exploring an under-investigated SL, SZJ, and a solid basis for comparison to the findings 
of previous studies (e.g., Coerts 1994; Johnston et al. 2007; Vermeerbergen et al. 2007a), which 
could be interesting for the documentation of SL diversity in a relatively new field of SL typology.
Sessions included two participants seated across from each other and a deaf research assistant 
who acted as a mediator (see Figure 1). The procedure for the elicitation task was as follows: the 
signers had the drawings in front of them. For each pair, one of the drawings was marked with 
an arrow. The interlocutors, different signers in each case, were looking at the same drawings 
but in their drawings there was no arrow. The signers were asked to memorise the picture, look 
away from it and describe what they had seen; the interlocutors were asked to indicate which of 
the two drawings of each pair was being described. All participants signed an informed consent 
form which included permission to share videos or images from the sessions for research and 
teaching purposes.
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5.2 Data annotation
The collected data were annotated in ELAN (Crasborn & Sloetjes 2008) by the first author of 
the study who is a hearing native SZJ signer. The tiers that were created for the purposes of 
this study are outlined in Figure 2. Annotation was carried out across three passes of the data. 
Clause tier or argument tier annotations, for example, were checked in consultation with deaf 
and hearing native SZJ signers.
In a first stage of data annotation the signs produced on the right and left hand were assigned ID 
glosses after which a free translation tier was created. A CA tier was created together with tiers 
that contained annotations of non-manual features such as head movement, facial expressions, 
eye and brow, eye gaze, mouth gesture and mouthing. The presence of CA was determined 
based on the definition of Cormier et al. (2015) who define CA as a mimetic representation of 
a referent’s actions, utterances or emotional reactions. This stage of annotation was completed 
by an exploratory annotation of clauses on a clause tier.
In a second stage, signs were classified into one of the grammatical classes5 mainly based on the 
Auslan Corpus Guidelines (Johnston 2019b). Particular attention was paid to the classification 
of verbs as the distinction was made between plain verbs (VP), indicating, and depicting 
verbs (VD). Depicting verbs were labelled either as VD, or {VD} if both hands were involved 
simultaneously (cf. Johnston 2019b) as in (11).
(11)
5 Grammatical classification of signs is highly tentative because of the lack of overt morphological markings 
within constructions.
Figure 1 A snapshot of the 
layout of the participants in 
ELAN.
Figure 2 An excerpt from ELAN 
showing the tiers and data 
annotation.
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With indicating verbs, we differentiated between directional indicating verbs (DI) and 
locatable indicating (LI) verbs as already explained in Section 3.1. Similar to Fenlon et 
al. (2018) DI verbs were judged as unmodified (the form of the verb is the same as its 
citation form) or modified (the verb is modified for the subject and/or object) on the verb 
modification tier. As the findings of a corpus-based study on DI verbs in BSL (Fenlon et 
al. 2018) suggest that modified DI verbs tend to co-occur with CA and occupy clause final 
position, we wanted to see if the DI verbs in our dataset would echo the findings for BSL. 
Next, the core arguments were labelled as S for the single argument of an intransitive clause 
or A for the agent argument of a transitive clause, and P for the patient argument, while 
other elements such as adjectives or adverbials were labelled as non-arguments (nonA). 
Thus, only the heads of noun phrases were tagged on the argument tier (see Ferrara 2012; 
Johnston 2019a). For example, there were noun sequences in our dataset that usually appear 
adjacent to each other and designate the same entity. A noun sequence in Figure 2 involves 
a lexical noun picture followed by a dss which designates the same semantic structure 
‘picture’, but shows the shape of the picture too.6
More information on the order of the verb and its arguments was included on the clause 
structure tier. This tier captured if a predicate consisted of series of separate verbs labelled as 
V1, V2, V3, etc. as in (12).
(12)
To identify such a serial verb the following criteria must be satisfied: the verbs share the same 
subject, the verbs are formed as one phonological unit, and the verbs are used within the same 
intonation contour (Johnston 2019b: 74). make and build in (12) would represent a case of a 
serial verb in SZJ. A simultaneous verb construction labelled as {VD} on the grammatical class 
tier, which usually consisted of two depicting signs, was labelled as {V} on a clause structure 
tier. The clause structure tier summarized the order of arguments and verb in terms of A/S, P, 
V or {V}.
In a third stage, we revisited the annotation of clauses and coded the constituent order in terms 
of subject (S), object (O) and verb (V) on a constituent order tier (see Figure 2). This was done 
due to recognisability with respect to the six-way word order typology (Dryer 2005).7 The 
annotation of all predicates that consisted of a series of verbs or two simultaneously articulated 
signs was simplified on the constituent order tier as V.
For the locative state-of-affairs we decided to focus on the locative relation, and use labels 
GROUND and FIGURE (Talmy 1975). We also included information on simultaneity, non-
manual marking, and the use of space. Spatial relations between entities are labelled as 
LOCATIVE RELATION. LOCATIVE RELATION was often expressed by a construction consisting 
of two signs placed into the signing space either simultaneously or sequentially. In our data, 
this type of sequentiality involves part of one sign perseverating on the non-dominant hand as 
a fragment buoy (fbuoy) while the dominant hand is used to articulate a lexical sign, followed 
by a depicting sign, as in (13) which is coded as GROUND-FIGURE-LOCATIVE RELATION.
(13)
The annotated data were exported as .csv file into an Excel spreadsheet. The spreadsheet 
containing non-locative data was further exported as .txt file and used for statistical analysis.
6 This dss can also be analysed as a predicate. In our analysis, however, it was treated as an attributive 
occurring after a noun and before a noun. 
7 The six logically possible orders, from the widely attested to the rarest, are SOV, SVO, VSO, VOS, OVS, and 
OSV (Dryer 2005).
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5.2.1 Defining and delineating a clause
The clause is the basic unit of our analysis as it is generally considered to be the primary 
syntactic domain in typological studies on constituent order (Dryer 2005: 330). In this paper, 
we are interested in constituent order in single clauses, i.e. “stand-alone utterances that are not 
overtly linked to or embedded in another clause” (Johnston 2019a: 955). However, sometimes 
we were presented with an integrated response consisting of an intransitive and a transitive 
clause, or an intransitive clause only that described the state-of-affairs depicted. We decided 
to analyse such responses even though reversible and non-reversible states-of-affairs are by 
definition transitive events. To demarcate clausal boundaries, we focused on a predicating 
element which together with its arguments constitute the core of a clause while other elements, 
such as locative and temporal items are the periphery of a clause (Johnston & Schembri 2006).
Prosody was another factor relied upon in determining the constituents and the boundary of the 
clause (cf. Fenlon et al. 2007). Similar to Jantunen (2008), a declarative clause is considered 
to be a single prosodic unit if there are no pauses between the different constituents of the 
clause. A pause was interpreted as “such period of time where the articulator remains immobile 
for at least eight hundreds of a second” (Jantunen 2008: 88). If, however, there is a non-
manual marker such as a head nod, a squint or simply a pause that might suggest that the first 
constituent is topicalized, this structure was tagged as top (see Johnston 2019a), as in (14).
(14)
This kind of tagging was used to see if any particular order of constituents co-occurred with the 
presence of non-manual marking on the first constituent.
5.2.2 Clause transitivity
Apart from a top tag, the information on transitivity of clauses with at least one overt argument 
was also included, i.e. clauses were labelled as t for transitive or i for intransitive. Both transitivity 
type and topicality were marked on the clause structure and constituent order tier (see Figure 2).
Transitivity is regarded as a scalar phenomenon (Thompson & Hopper 2001; Börstell et al. 
2019). As Thompson and Hopper (2001) observe transitivity is a property of the grammar of 
the clause as much as of the verb. To identify a prototypically transitive clause a number of 
parameters have to be met (Thompson & Hopper 2001) such as the presence of two participants, 
highly potent agent, highly affected and individuated object, the presence of a volitional 
affirmative telic verb, etc. The annotation of clauses quickly revealed that argument omission 
encumbers the identification of transitivity. In elliptical clauses with ambitransitive verbs we 
relied on context for determining transitivity. For example, (15) was analysed as intransitive 
even though one may argue that the orientation and location of the verb, i.e. a handshape 
oriented forward with up-and-down movements imitating the strokes of a hand as if holding 
a brush against a vertical surface may imply a wall shown in the stimulus. However, the exact 
same parameters of the sign (location at which it is directed, movement, handshape) appear in 
its citation form. Therefore, as there were no contextual cues that may have suggested an object 
more explicitly, we decided to classify the clause as intransitive. On the other hand, examples 
such as (16) were analysed as transitive as the object ‘cheek’ was analysed as being more clearly 
implied in the form of the verb.
(15)
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(16)
As the main goal of our study is to determine the position of a verb with respect to its overt 
argument(s), we did not tag verb-only clauses for transitivity. Such an approach has implications 
for patterns extracted to which we turn in Section 7.3.
5.2.3 Some issues with data annotation and analysis
The annotating process and data analysis were challenging, particularly with respect to 
depicting signs, multi-clausal strings, repetition of verbs, and juxtaposition of signs.
The classification of depicting signs in some instances was difficult. While all dsm and dsh 
were tagged as verbs and all dss as nominals, the decision regarding dsl was not as clear-cut. 
Several clauses with dsl occurring after a noun had possible alternate interpretations. While it 
is indisputable that dsl attributes a location to an entity, the exact meaning of dsl which can 
either be interpreted as an element within a nominal phrase, as an argument or as a verb, is not 
always clear. In a first interpretation of (17), dsl: vehicle functions as an adjunct in a nominal 
phrase, attributing a location to the previously introduced noun truck (‘a truck at that place is 
followed by a car’) resulting in SOV. In a second interpretation, dsl is an argument functioning 
as an attribute in an attributive clause ‘a truck (is) here//a car is following the truck’. In a 
third interpretation, dsl is analysed as a locative verb ‘a truck is sitting here//a car is following 
the truck’, which would mean there are two SV clauses. In a fourth interpretation, dsl can be 
analysed as representing a complete state-of-affairs and a clause in its own right (see Liddell 
2003; Johnston 2019b). In this analysis, dsl is interpreted as a modifying clause embedded into 
the matrix clause ‘a truck that is located here is being followed by a car’. In our analysis, (17) is 
interpreted as an SOV? clause. A question mark on the dedicated constituent order tier, after a 
constituent string in question indicates that this particular analysis requires further attention.
(17)
Whether dsl is best analysed as a non-core modifying element within a nominal phrase, a 
core constituent of a clause or an embedded modifying clause requires further evidence. While 
the rightward spreading behaviour of the mouthing kamion ‘truck’ prosodically binds the first 
argument truck to the adjacent vehicle (Boyes Braem 2001), it is not entirely clear whether 
the two signs are forming a phrase or a clause. Similarly, a pause and a nod after dsl may 
serve as an indication of a clausal or a phrasal boundary. However, the strongest argument for 
analysing (17) as one clause was found in the perseveration of the sign on the non-dominant 
left hand, which makes (17) resemble one unit in delivery.
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Examples with sit and stand (see 18) also posed challenges for data annotation and analysis. It 
has been suggested in literature (see Johnston et al. 2007) that sit and stand can be analysed 
as modifying adjectives (‘seated girl’), as part of relative clauses (‘a girl who is sitting’) or as 
attributing a spatial locus to an entity as suggested for some instances in VGT (Van Herreweghe 
& Vermeerbergen 2012b).
(18)
We analysed examples such as (18) as two clauses because there is no evidence to suggest that 
they are a particular type of serial verb or multiverb clause construction, and – pending such 
evidence – we felt it is best to treat them as separate clauses while also acknowledging that they 
might form some kind of a serial verb construction. Unlike Johnston et al. we did find with most 
of the examples such as (18) a systematic pattern of pauses occurring after sit or stand; but, 
similar to Johnston et al. (2007) in none of the examples except one did we find a conjunction.
Another sign sequence that appears in the data involves a ‘verb sandwich’ construction (Fischer 
& Janis 1990) in which the verb is repeated after the object in the same or modified form, as 
in (19).
(19)
As these examples occurred within the same prosodic contour and resembled a single clause 
in delivery, we decided to treat them as single clauses (see Van Herreweghe & Vermeerbergen 
2012b). Additional reason for treating these strings as single clauses was the use of CA with 
both verbs, namely if the first verb co-occurred with CA so did the second. Whether SVOV is a 
distinctive type of constituent order typical of SLs as implied by Johnston et al. (2007) awaits 
further research.
It is interesting to note that two signers produced three clauses with two signs juxtaposed, e.g. 
car dirty. Here, we decided to treat both constituents as arguments and the utterances as 
verbless attributive clauses, but we recognise that it is difficult to know for certain whether the 
sign glossed here as dirty is an adjective or a verb (i.e., be-dirty). Any decision on what counts 
as a predicate and an argument has an impact on the patterns extracted from the data (see Ferrara 
2012). The clauses above could have been tagged as SV and as such would have increased the SV 
pattern by two. However, these attributive clauses were not included in the analysis.
6 Findings
The number of analysed clauses is 810. Approximately two-thirds of the time, participants 
produced single clause responses while in the remaining one-third the participants’ responses 
were multi-clausal. We analysed 338 (42%) clauses for the non-reversible state-of-affairs, 272 
(33%) for the reversible state-of-affairs and 200 (25%) for the locative state-of-affairs (see 
Figures 3 and 4). There were twelve singular responses8 for the locative state-of-affairs that were 
excluded from the analysis. Furthermore, clauses elicited for locative state-of-affairs that had 
verbs such as empty, sit, have, etc. were not considered for the purposes of this study as they 
did not seem to provide spatial or locative information.
A total of 409 (50%) declarative transitive clauses, 76 (9%) intransitive clauses, 125 (15%) 
verb-only, and 200 (25%) locative clauses constitute the dataset of this study. Of 610 non-
locative clauses, 325 (53%) had both arguments overtly expressed, 84 (14%) were transitive 
clauses with one overt argument, 76 (13%) were intransitive clauses while 125 (20%) were 
verb-only clauses.
8 For example, there was only one pattern of FIGURE-DSL-LOCATIVE RELATION-GROUND (e.g., tree 
dsl:vertical-entityf back house) that could not be grouped with the other 15 patterns that contained at least 
two examples produced by different signers.
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In the following subsections, we present an overview of the findings on constituent order, and 
constituent order and verb type for each state-of-affairs separately. Section 7 provides a summary 
of the main findings, and links the findings to the research questions. The diverse nature of 
constituents and relations between them is addressed in Section 8, followed by a conclusion.
6.1 Non-reversible state-of-affairs
6.1.1 Constituent order
For non-reversible state-of-affairs, we analysed 180 (53%) transitive clauses, 86 (25%) of these 
180 have a topic-like constituent (top_t). We also identified 76 (22%) intransitive clauses (e.g., 
man sit) of which 18 (5%) are topicalized, and 82 (25%) verb-only clauses (e.g., paint). The 
most frequent constituent order is SV, followed by verb-only, SVO, SOV, OV, VO, SVOV, OSV, 
and OVS (see Figure 3).
When looking at transitive clauses alone, SVO (see 20) is the most frequent order followed by 
SOV (see 21) and SV. Most of the SV transitive clauses contain a predicate in which the object 
seems to be implied by handling as in (22).
Figure 3 Constituent order in 
non-locative clauses.
Figure 4 Elicited patterns for 
locative state-of-affairs.
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In the majority of the SVO clauses, the explicit mentioning of the arguments and no topicalization 
seem to suggest that SVO could be the most neutral way of expressing a transitive state-of-
affairs. Conversely, the majority of the SOV clauses had a first constituent topicalized.
In clauses with the omitted subject, we identified an OV pattern (see 23) and a VO pattern. All of the 
VO clauses were produced as part of a multi-clausal response, after another clause (see 24).
(23)
(24)
Besides VO and OV, verb-only clauses also occurred mostly as part of a multi-clausal sequence. 
Overall, looking at the clauses with omitted arguments (e.g., SV, VO, OV, and verb-only), 
almost half of the responses, 100 of 206, were multi-clausal.
We also identified six instances of SVOV, with the second verb modified for aspect (see 25) 
or repeated in the exact same form as the first verb. Three clauses were OSV (see 26), all 
three with the first constituent topicalized. One clause was OVS (see 27), but this clause was 
produced right after SVO, and served to further clarify the event in the picture and could 
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6.1.2 Verb types in non-reversible state-of-affairs
In our dataset of non-reversible state-of-affairs, there are 354 verb tokens. Table 2 (see 
Appendix) shows constituent order based on verb type. The table includes information on CA, 
modification of DI verbs and simultaneity. Thus, for instance, we observe that 22 of 38 VDs that 
appear in SOV are a simultaneous construction. Another observation concerning VDs is that 
they occur most frequently in verb final transitive clauses (i.e., SOV, SV, OV, and OSV), except 
3 instances that occurred clause medially in SVO as in (28) All other verb types favour SVO.
(28)
The most frequent LI verb type appeared most often in intransitive SV clauses. It was also the 
dominant verb type in the SVO and verb-only clauses. DI verbs appeared most often in SVO. 
Overall, 32 of 52 instances of DI verbs were judged as modified (see 29), and 20 as unmodified 
(see 20).
(29)
Finally, there were 23 instances (44%) of CA co-occurring with DI verbs (see Table 3 in 
Appendix), 22 were modified, while 1 was unmodified. In fact, of the 28 modified DI verbs 22 
were used with CA.
6.2 Reversible state-of-affairs
6.2.1 Constituent order
The most frequent order in clauses for reversible state-of-affairs is SVO (see Figure 3), as in 
(30), with 138 tokens (51%). Looking at clauses with two overt core arguments, the second 
most frequent pattern is SOV. Most of the SOV clauses have a topicalized first constituent, as 
in (31). Another pattern with two overt core arguments is OSV, with 11 of 12 clauses having a 
topicalized first constituent, as in (32).
(30)
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We also identified SVOV clauses. Five of the 11 SVOV clauses featured verbs such as stroke-
cheek, which can be signed on the signer (stroke-cheekself) or in front of the signer’s body 
(stroke-cheekf), as in (33). Morgan et al. (2002: 662) call these “AB verb constructions”. 
They encode a two-participant event with the signer articulating the main verb from two 
perspectives, the first one that specifies the subject and the action ‘a girl strokes cheek’, and 
the second one that specifies the object, the action, and the body part involved ‘stroke a boy’s 
cheek’.
(33)
We also identified a set of SV clauses but did not find a VS pattern. Apart from the transitive 
SV, VO and OV were two other patterns with only one overt argument. All VO clauses followed 
another clause, as in (34).
(34)
In a number of verb-only clauses we observed an agent defocusing strategy with the subject not 
overtly expressed but represented through CA. All of these verb-only clauses were produced in 
a continuation of another clause, as in (35).
(35)
6.2.2 Verb types in reversible state-of-affairs
There are 283 verb tokens in clauses describing reversible state-of-affairs. For an overview of 
constituent order in relation to verb type see Table 4 in Appendix.
The most common verb type was LI. It appeared most frequently in SVO (see 30). The second 
most frequent verb type in reversible state-of-affairs was DI. DIs occurred predominantly in 
SVO – 50 instances, 21 of which were the verb push that was always used in its unmodified 
form, except once when it was modified (see 36). We also identified three instances of VPs 
appearing in SVO, as in (35).
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(36)
All verb types in reversible state-of-affairs, except VDs, favour SVO. VDs occurred most 
frequently in verb final and verb-only clauses. Most of VDs in verb-only clauses, all of which 
were produced after another clause, were simultaneous verb constructions (see 37). VDs are 




Given previous claims in the SL linguistics literature that linguistic factors such as reversibility, 
verb type, and CA can influence constituent order in different SLs, we decided to investigate 
the effect of these factors in SZJ quantitatively. Furthermore, we tested for topicality to see if a 
particular pattern favours topicalized initial constituents. As we also wanted to determine the 
effect of social factors, such as the signer’s age, age of acquisition, and gender, these factors 
were included in the analysis.
We used a mixed effects model in Rbrul (Johnson 2009) to determine the effect of the linguistic 
and social factors on a binary linguistic variable i.e. whether the target was SVO or ‘other’, with 
participant as a random effect and all other predictors as fixed effects. Both log odds and factor 
weights are used to report results in Rbrul. A positive log odd result, or a factor weight between 
.50 and 1.00 means that this particular factor ‘favours’ the use of SVO, while a negative log odd 
result, or a factor weight between 0 and .50 means that SVO is less likely to occur (Tagliamonte 
2006). Log odds and factor weights should be considered with respect to other log odds and 
factor weights within each category, e.g. a higher factor weight for DI verbs and a lower factor 
weight for LI verbs means that DI verbs favour SVO compared to LI verbs. Furthermore, a log 
odd close to 0 or a factor weight close to .50 may be interpreted as being neutral concerning 
SVO. It is also important to note that Rbrul tests the significance of each factor on the use of 
the target, and the relative strength of the influence each factor has when compared to other 
factors (cf. Fenlon et al. 2018).
As Rbrul requires a binary dependent variable, we had to group the data together into binary 
sets. For the first analysis, we collapsed all transitive clauses with at least one overt argument 
with the subject occupying clause initial position and the object clause final position into (S)
V(O), while all other patterns were labelled as ‘other’ (see Table 6 in Appendix). To be able 
to draw a more accurate comparison with similar studies that focused mainly on declarative 
transitive clauses with at least one overt argument, we conducted a second analysis from which 
we excluded intransitive clauses, SVOV and verb-only clauses. Again, the dependent variable 
had two values (S)V(O) and ‘other’ (see Table 7). The second analysis was based on a reduced 
dataset of 392 tokens from 610 tokens. In a final analysis, we included declarative transitive 
clauses with two overt arguments (308 tokens from 392), that is, SVO versus SOV, OSV and 
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OVS which we collapsed into ‘other’ (see Table 8). The purpose of the third analysis was to 
verify whether the factors that appeared to be significant in the second analysis remained 
significant in the third analysis.
6.3.1 The influence of linguistic and social factors on constituent order in non-
locative clauses
In Table 9 (see Appendix), which shows the results for 610 non-locative clauses three factor 
groups were found to be significant in predicting (S)V(O): verb type (p < 0.0001), reversibility 
(p < 0.0001) and topicality (p < 0.05). For verb type, DI (1.093) and LI (0.220) verbs were 
the factor that favoured (S)V(O) while VPs (–0.605), and VDs (–0.707) disfavoured (S)V(O). 
The second factor that was found to be significant in predicting (S)V(O) was reversibility. 
Reversible tokens favoured (S)V(O) (0.586) compared to non-reversible tokens (–0.586). The 
third factor was topicality. Here, clauses with an initial topicalized constituent were more likely 
to be (S)V(O) than clauses that had no non-manual marking on the first constituent. Finally, we 
found the social category of gender (p < 0.02) to play a significant role in predicting (S)V(O) 
(see Table 10 in Appendix). More specifically, women favoured (S)V(O) (0.328) compared to 
men (–0.328).
In the second analysis based on transitive clauses with at least one overt argument (392 tokens) 
verb type (p < 0.0001), and topicality (p < 0.01) were again found to be significant while 
reversibility (p > 0.3) and CA (p > 0.05) were not significant (see Table 11 in Appendix). For 
verb type, DI verbs favoured (S)V(O) (0.728), followed by LI verbs (0.626) and VPs (0.229) 
while VDs disfavoured (S)V(O) (–1.583). Within the category of topicality, we see that the 
absence of non-manual marker on the first clausal constituent favoured (S)V(O) (0.374). Table 
12 (see Appendix) shows the categories of gender (p < 0.005)	 and age (p < 0.05) to be 
significant, with women (0.454) and the youngest signers (0.596) favouring (S)V(O).
The third analysis based on transitive clauses with two overt arguments revealed verb type 
(p < 0.0001), topicality (p < 0.005), and CA (p < 0.05) to be significant. Table 13 (see 
Appendix) shows that VPs strongly favoured SVO (12.907), while all other verb types disfavoured 
SVO. With respect to topicality, the results of the second analysis were confirmed i.e. no non-
manual marker on the initial constituent favoured SVO (0.594). Similarly, reversibility was not 
significant as in the previous analysis. However, compared to the second analysis where CA 
was not significant, it was found to be significant in the third analysis (p < 0.05), with no CA 
favouring SVO (0.594). Gender (p < 0.001) and age group (p < 0.05) remained significant like 
in the second analysis with women (0.535) and the youngest signers (0.793) favouring SVO (see 
Table 14 in Appendix).
All three analyses found the categories of verb type and topicality to be significant in predicting 
(S)V(O)/SVO. Within the verb type category, the first analysis revealed DI and IL verbs to 
favour (S)V(O), the second analysis showed DI verbs, LI verbs, and VPs to favour (S)V(O), 
while the third analysis found VPs to favour SVO most strongly. VDs disfavoured (S)V(O) in 
all analyses. Regarding topicality, the results of the first analysis differed compared to the 
second and third insofar as they showed that the presence of the initial topicalized constituent 
favoured (S)V(O). However, if we focus more closely on the result of the first analysis, we 
can see that the correlation between the presence of the initial topicalized constituent and (S)
V(O) (0.234) is less strong than the correlation between the absence of the topicalized initial 
constituent and (S)V(O)/SVO in the second (0.374) and third analysis (0.594). While the first 
analysis showed reversibility to be a significant factor in predicting (S)V(O) pattern, it was not 
significant in the second and third analyses. CA was found to be significant only in the third 
analysis. With respect to social factors, gender was significant in all analyses, with women 
favouring (S)V(O)/SVO compared to men who disfavoured this pattern. The second and third 
analyses showed that the youngest signers favoured (S)V(O), whilst the age of acquisition was 
not significant in any of the three analyses.
6.4 Locative state-of-affairs
6.4.1 Canonical structure
As can be seen in Figure 4, locative state-of-affairs constituted 15 different patterns. Similar to 
some other SLs e.g., DTS (Engberg-Pedersen 1996), DGS (Perniss 2007a), BSL (Morgan et al. 
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2008), the SZJ signers used mostly a first-GROUND-then-FIGURE order in 147 (73%) instances, 
while 53 (27%) examples had a first-FIGURE-then-GROUND order.
For locative state-of-affairs we also identified a subgroup of clauses that had a topicalized 
first constituent (top). There are five major patterns in locative clauses in SZJ, three of these 
introduce the larger/backgrounded entity – the ground first, and two begin by focusing on the 
smaller/foregrounded entity – the figure.
The most frequent pattern was GROUND-FIGURE-LOCATIVE RELATION, as in (38). The patterns 
GROUND-LOCATIVE RELATION-FIGURE and GROUND-FIGURE-DS (see 39) were produced an 
equal number of times, i.e. 32 (16%). The fourth and the fifth most frequent patterns were 






6.4.2 The devices SZJ signers used to express the locative relation
To encode locative relations SZJ signers relied on simultaneous constructions, prepositions, 
depicting signs (ds) and/or placement of lexical signs in the signing space (for an overview see 
Table 15 in Appendix).
As in some other studies on constituent order (e.g., Johnston et al. 2007; Vermeerbergen et al. 
2007a), locative state-of-affairs resulted in the greatest number of simultaneous constructions 
most of which were found clause finally. In 74 instances (37%) the simultaneous construction 
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was the sole means of expressing the locative relation (see 38) whilst in four clauses a preposition 
was used first followed by a simultaneous construction, or ds was used first, to connect an 
entity with a particular locus in the signing space while a simultaneous construction established 
the relation between the GROUND and the FIGURE as in (42).
(42)
The second preferred means of expressing spatial relations in SZJ was via a preposition. A 
preposition occupied the medial position (see 40), or was used finally (see 43). A relatively 
frequent use of prepositions for expressing the locative relationship in SZJ is similar to the 
study on Auslan, VGT and ISL by Johnston et al. (2007), but different from the study on TİD by 
Özyürek et al. (2010) who report few prepositions in locative clauses.
(43)
In 51 (26%) locative clauses, the signers used solely ds to establish the relation between the 
GROUND and the FIGURE in space, as in (44). In a few examples, locative relations were 
expressed through the juxtaposition of signs, i.e. through the direct placement of the sign for 
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7. Summary of the main findings
7.1 Constituent order in SZJ
Judging by the data analysed in this study, the preferred order in non-locative clauses with at 
least one overt argument is SVO. When counting all patterns, SVO accounted for 211 (35%) 
of analysed clauses. The verb and its core arguments can also be organized in the following 
manner: SOV, SV, SVOV, VO, OV, OSV, and OVS. OVS can be described as marginal, with only 
one attested example. In cases with an overt subject, the subject precedes the verb. When the 
subject is omitted in a transitive clause the order can be OV or VO, which is a finding also 
reported for FinSL (Jantunen 2013).
For locative state-of-affairs the principle order is GROUND-FIGURE-LOCATIVE RELATION. 
While in many SpLs the FIGURE tends to be mentioned before the GROUND (Grinevald 2006), 
in a number of SLs the GROUND comes first (see Engberg-Pedersen 1996 for DTS; Emmorey 
1996 for ASL; Perniss 2007a for DGS; Vermeerbergen et al. 2007a for SASL). This tendency can 
perhaps be attributed to the visual-spatial modality of SLs. In a visual representation of a cup on 
a table through a drawing, for example, one is more likely to draw the table first before drawing 
the cup (Emmorey 1996: 178).
7.2 Frequency of elliptical clauses
The share of non-locative clauses with one or both core arguments elided, i.e. 285 (47%) 
suggests that the participants in a SZJ clause need not be overtly expressed and that ellipsis 
is an important phenomenon in SZJ. This finding is not surprising in the context of other SL 
studies (e.g., Ferrara 2012, Jantunen 2013, Nordlund 2019). It seems that the environments 
in which ellipsis occurs in our examples are very similar to the ones reported for other SLs 
(Vermeerbergen et al. 2007a; Jantunen 2013; Johnston 2019a). For instance, we identified a 
number of what could be analysed as coordinated clauses exemplifying a pivot constraint in SZJ 
as in (35). The elided subject in the second clause is co-referential with the subject of the first 
clause and represents the case of zero anaphora.
In the findings for non-locative clauses we reported on several clauses missing one of the core 
arguments that are retrieved pragmatically. Thus, in (6), for example, the omitted subject has 
no syntactic antecedent. However, the use of CA with eye gaze directed at the sign space and 
head raised up as if to look up at a painting, and the verb look2 which is modified, all show 
that there is a subject though it is not overtly expressed. The defocusing of the subject depends 
on prominence and specificity so when the subject is obvious, irrelevant, or unknown it is 
defocused (Langacker 2008). Both CA and DI verbs were shown to be used as part of agent 
defocusing strategies in other SLs (Rankin 2013; Nordlund 2019). However, clauses with elided 
core arguments do not necessarily require CA to be well-formed, as it can be seen in (46) where 
the subject is lexically unspecified, although it could be said that it is implied by the handling 
handshape of the verb that is associated with the agent (see Benedicto & Brentari 2004).
(46)
7.3 Transitivity
As already suggested in the annotation section above determining transitivity in some instances 
was challenging. While in (3) the preceding context and CA make it clear that the verb is 
intended transitively, the isolated verb-only clause build that co-occurs with CA showing the 
action is carried out ‘with effort’ is more ambiguous. It could be analysed as transitive with 
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omitted arguments ‘(someone) is building (a wall) with effort’ where the iconically motivated 
form of the sign build inherently implies an object i.e. ‘laying of bricks’ while CA imitates the 
action of a subject. build in this sense may be one of those transitive verbs that are free to 
omit their object when it can be deduced from the context or when its specification is irrelevant 
(Börstell et al. 2019). Alternatively, build can have an intransitive meaning with one omitted 
argument ‘someone is building with effort’. Determining transitivity was further complicated 
by some 15% of verb-only clauses that were simultaneous constructions as in (37) where two 
vehicles are shown moving one after the other. Here, two interpretations are possible. The 
verb-only clause could have a transitive reading ‘a car is following a truck/a truck is being 
followed by a car’, or it could be analysed as intransitive ‘a car is moving behind a truck/
truck is moving in front of a car’. As already stated tagging verb-only clauses for transitivity 
was not attempted because of a number of examples such as (37). Tagging (37) as transitive/
intransitive would have meant relying on probability rather than usage-based frequencies (see 
Ferrara 2012; Börstell et al. 2019). Building on work by Thompson and Hopper, Ferrara (2012: 
240) suggests that frequency may not be useful with partly lexicalized depicting signs in her 
data that involve showing and instantiate “singularities rather than tokens of types” and as such 
cannot be observed across many instances to reveal their typical argument structure. Ferrara 
further contends that in such cases intuition is similarly unhelpful as a depicting verb can have 
more than one interpretation and thus result in more than one analysis of a predicate-argument 
structure.
7.4 Semantic factors
As regards the semantic factors, our data confirm the Human First Principle (Meir et al. 2017) 
i.e. the tendency for an animate human entity to be introduced before an inanimate non-human 
one in non-reversible state-of-affairs. The statistical analyses of the transitive clauses with overt 
arguments showed that reversibility is not significant in predicting SVO in SZJ (cf. a finding on 
reversibility not being an important factor in predicting constituent order in FinSL in Jantunen 
2008). Nevertheless, based on absolute numbers SVO seems to be the preferred order in clauses 
for reversible state-of-affairs. The preference for SVO was observed in other SLs and frequently 
ascribed to communication pressures to resolve the semantic roles of two human entities (Meir 
et al. 2017). Looking at clauses with overt arguments the second most frequent order for clauses 
describing reversible state-of-affairs is SOV. In FinSL (Jantunen 2008), for example, SOV has 
been proposed to occur mainly when there is a pointing sign (pt) which serves to disambiguate 
between the subject and object. We also found examples with pt in SOV clauses for reversible 
state-of-affairs, as the one in (47) where pt is associated with the object of the action. In 
another clause in (48), the adverbial behind and the directionality of the indicating verb pull 
help distinguish between the subject and the object.
(47)
(48)
In some other SOV clauses, distinguishing between the subject and the object seems only to 
be possible through ordering the elements as there is no marking which could disambiguate 
the roles. It could be that placing subject and object together conforms to the iconic sequential 
order principle whereby the agent that is more topical is expected to occupy clause-initial 
position in a neutral active clause (Givón 2001: 36).
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7.5 Verb type and CA
With respect to verb type, our results are in line with certain findings reported for other SLs. 
Transitive declarative clauses with VPs are usually SVO (see Johnston & Schembri 2007). In fact, 
the statistical analysis of transitive clauses with overt arguments showed that VPs in SZJ strongly 
favour SVO. Furthermore, SVO clauses with overt arguments disfavour the presence of CA. LI 
verbs as the most frequent verb type were prevalent in SVO clauses, but occurred commonly in 
verb-final clauses too. The suggestion made for other SLs, such as HKSL or HZJ, that the presence 
of a (modified) DI verb usually results in verb final order (see Sze 2003; Milković 2006) has not 
materialized in our data as the majority of (modified) DI verbs occurred in SVO. Furthermore, 
modification was more frequently observed in non-reversible than reversible category.
As for a correlation between modification of DI verbs and CA it is only in the non-reversible 
category that the majority of modified DI verbs co-occurred with CA, 21 of 32. This finding 
echoes Fenlon et al.’s (2018) conclusion for DIs in BSL that show that CA tends to co-occur with 
modification. However, it should be noted that our dataset is too limited to make any conclusive 
arguments concerning CA and constituent order. The relative scarcity of examples of CA can be 
explained by the fact that CA is a device used in narratives more than in any other register (Ferrara 
& Johnston 2014), and thus would not be expected to be as common in these elicited examples.
Further, our data suggest that transitive verb final clauses favour VDs. This echoes, for example, 
the findings for DTS (Engberg-Pedersen 2002) and HKSL (Sze 2003), both proposed SVO 
languages in which arguments come first when there is a VD present.
7.6 Simultaneous constructions and depicting sign location
Simultaneous constructions mostly consisting of two ds usually occurred clause finally and 
were prevalent in locative clauses. This finding provides counter-evidence to the observation 
previously made about the lack of classifier morphemes in SZJ (cf. Polovina & Dimić 2009).
A more specific finding related to ds in some SLs (Jantunen 2008; Özyürek et al. 2010) is the 
tendency to place them right after the first constituent of the predicate in locative clauses. Even 
though we found such instances, they did not occur consistently in locative clauses. These ds 
attribute a locus to the previously introduced entity, a nominal. The use of space by means of 
ds is a way of achieving spatial coherence in SL discourse (Perniss 2007b). In our data, the 
structure which includes a noun and dsl, introduced at the beginning, was usually topicalized, 
i.e. followed by a nod and a pause. A dsl was produced on the signer’s non-dominant hand 
and was held throughout the articulation of subsequent signs on the dominant hand (see 42). 
We also found instances of dsl attributing a spatial locus to a human referent in non-locative 
clauses, as in (49). The same dsl also occurred in a simultaneous construction, as in (50).
(49)
(50)
Another sign we encountered that resembles a dsl was person (see 51). This sign has been 
observed in other SLs (e.g., Swedish Sign Language or STS Bergman & Wallin 2003) with 
the same referring function. It occurs after a noun in a noun phrase and is called a “noun 
classifier” (Bergman & Wallin 2003: 37). It exhibits non-manual characteristics such as eye 
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contact with the addressee during the whole phrase and a mouthing that spreads across both 
elements of the noun phrase.
(51)
In DGS, for example, person can be treated as a person agreement marker (Steinbach & Pfau 
2007) that only combines with entities ranked high on the animacy scale and with unmodified 
DI verbs. More recently, Börstell (2019) and Bross (2020) have suggested for STS and DGS 
respectively that person is in fact a differential object marker combining with a definite, 
affected, animate object. Such or a similar suggestion in the case of SZJ can be made after 
examining usage-based frequencies.
7.7 Non-manual signals and topicalization
In terms of non-manual markers indicative of topicalization, i.e. a nod, pause, squint etc. the 
statistical analyses encompassing transitive clauses with overt arguments suggest that SVO 
could be the neutral order in SZJ as it disfavours the presence of a topicalized constituent.
Based on the number of clauses with a topicalized constituent, 218 (34%) for non-locative 
state-of-affairs and 109 (55%) for locative state-of-affairs, the issue of topicalization in SZJ and 
non-manual signals associated with it require further analysis. More specifically, the presence 
of a non-manual marker in reversible SOV and OSV clauses needs to be examined more closely.
7.8 Gender and age
The statistical analyses of social categories that included gender for non-locative clauses 
revealed that women favour (S)V(O)/SVO. This could be a result of women preferring those 
forms of a language (for SpLs see Labov 1990, for SLs Mulrooney 2001) which tend to be 
perceived as prestigious (Cheshire 1998). Though the Serbian (spoken) language does not rely 
on word order as much as English, for example, its neutral word order is SVO (Klajn 2005). As 
deaf education in Serbia still predominantly uses signing in Serbian word order as the language 
of instruction, it may be regarded as a prestigious variety by the Serbian deaf community.
Furthermore, in the statistical analyses that included only transitive clauses with overt 
argument(s), the youngest group of signers were found to favour SVO, compared to the 
older signers who disfavoured SVO. It has been suggested for BSL (Woll 1991) and VGT 
(Vermeerbergen 1996), for example, that younger signers may experience more influence from 
the ambient SpL in their signing. Thus, signing in SVO among younger SZJ signers may be a 
result of the Serbian language influence. Again, this needs more investigation.
8. Discussion
The Volterra drawings were designed and subsequently used by researchers with the intention 
of eliciting prototypical transitive clauses containing a predicate and two overt arguments that 
would provide a first indication of (basic) constituent order in a SL. However, the original study 
as the studies after it showed that even in a relatively controlled experimental setting signers 
tend to omit arguments. If one were to account for clauses with overt constituents only, one 
could easily do so, though a significant number of elliptical clauses would be left aside. This 
kind of approach would have serious implications for the conclusions concerning the nature of 
the basic unit of analysis, the nature of symbolic relations between the constituents in such a 
unit and consequently the claim that there is a basic constituent order in a language.
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Some of the ‘structurally incomplete’ utterances in the dataset of the present study point at 
the possible drawbacks with respect to the presentation of the elicitation material that may 
have affected some of the patterns extracted. It could be that the absence of arguments in 
the isolated clause build is the result of the fact that it is the action which is the contrasting 
element (building versus painting) between the two drawings so that mentioning verb is enough 
for the addressee to know to which drawing the signer is referring (see Vermeerbergen et al. 
2007a: 37). However, clauses such as build were produced rarely while clauses with subject 
and/or object omitted within a multi-clausal string were more common. In such instances and 
in the absence of conventional marking pragmatic inferencing and the strategy of ‘showing’ 
using highly iconic structures (Cuxac 1999; 2000) rather than ‘telling’ may play a role. The 
entrenchment of these iconic structures is a matter of degree (Ferrara 2012; Puupponen 2019; 
Johnston 2019a): it is possible to distinguish between unconventionalised signs whose meaning 
is highly context dependent as they do not have a fixed form-meaning pairing (recall instances of 
CA from this study), and symbolic indexicals that are partly lexicalized such as depicting signs. 
Even many signs that are conventional but iconic (e.g., paint in this study) can index space 
meaningfully by, for example, directing at a location. This property gives them a possibility of 
changing their meaning and form indexically which is quite unlike spoken symbolic indexicals 
(Johnston 2019a).
So, what about a clause in SZJ? It seems from what we could observe in the dataset of this 
study that signers rely on various representational strategies for producing utterance units, 
as discussed by Ferrara and Hodge (2018). Some of these units use overt manual signs to 
identify participants and processes in a clause (cf. Jantunen 2008; Hodge 2013). On the other 
hand, there are utterance units which use primarily visual representations or enactment 
and use a mixture of more or less conventionalised symbols: these may not be recognised as 
clauses in the traditional sense in linguistics. Locative clauses where placement and movement 
of signs between or towards loci in space are so prevalent, for example, suggest that visual 
representation of spatial relations may not best be seen as an example of linguistic encoding 
in the traditional sense i.e. they appear to involve less ‘telling’ than ‘showing’. Iconicity that 
underlies this ‘showing’ strategy and pervades SL utterances at different levels of organisation 
together with the lack of conventional marking call for a careful consideration of a ‘constituent’ 
and a basic unit of analysis in SZJ and point at SZJ as a heterogeneous system (see Schembri 
2001), involving a mixture of telling, indicating, and depicting (Ferrara & Hodge 2018). 
This semiotically diverse grammatical system involves a continuum of conventionality (see 
Vermeerbergen 2006; Jantunen 2017). Like Ferrara and Hodge (2018), we would argue that 
any theory of grammar must be able to account for all aspects of the heterogeneous system we 
see here.
9. Conclusion
In this article, we have investigated constituent order in declarative clauses in SZJ. The most 
frequent order is subject before object. In single transitive clauses with two overt arguments, 
the most frequent and possibly neutral order is SVO. In intransitive clauses, the most frequent 
pattern is SV. The most frequent ordering in locative clauses is GROUND-first-then-FIGURE. As 
our data indicate other orders are also attested, although they occur less frequently.
Declarative clauses in SZJ seem to adhere to basic principles of sequential organization of clauses 
found in other SLs. However, simultaneity, the use of space, core argument omission, and the 
use of CA challenge the traditional notion of a clause as a sequential string of constituents. 
Though a clause as the basic unit of analysis in typological studies on constituent order in SZJ 
and SLs in general needs to be re-examined, the current study has shown that it is possible to 
analyse utterances in SZJ from a “clause-level perspective” (cf. Hodge 2013). Topicalization, the 
use of ds, core argument omission or implicit argument presence as a result of agent defocusing 
strategies via, for example, CA may alter the neutral constituent order. The evidence of these 
factors in our data questions the previous finding about constituent order in SZJ as the most 
important characteristic that can resolve structural ambiguity (Polovina & Dimić 2009), and 
raises the question about prominence of grammatical meanings and grammatical relations in 
SZJ. Gaining a more detailed insight into the typological nature of SZJ clearly requires further 
analysis of different types of data.
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